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This collection features 150 brand-new crosswords in an easy-to-read format. Everything is

bigger--the clues, the numbers, the grids--even the answers! Tease your brain with hundreds of fun

clues, such as:TV's Perry Mason (BURR)Coins in Madrid (EUROS)"20,000 Leagues . . ." captain

(NEMO)Mountaineer's spike (PITON)Football's Papa Bear (HALAS) With clues ranging from

favorite TV shows and movies to clever puns and word play, these light and easy puzzles are

perfect for taking a break without having to strain your brain--or your eyes! Whether you're a

beginner or an experienced puzzler, you'll enjoy the satisfaction of quickly solving these entertaining

crosswords.
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We bought this puzzle book as a complement to another one in the series, written by another

author. The problem with the book is its inconsistency. While some clues are easy, others are

impossible. The problem is that we need these puzzles for our elderly mother who amazes us daily

with her ability to do easy crossword puzzles. She cannot remember what she had for lunch, but

she can do the puzzles in the first book (which she has done several times) and all of the Kappa

puzzle books faster than we can. She does not know how she comes up with all the answers, but

she wows us daily. We tried the first puzzle of this book with her and it was a disaster. We took it

home and tried some of the puzzles ourselves. No go. The book will go into the lounge of the



nursing home where she lives and maybe someone else can do these inconsistent puzzles. The

large print is fine. The assertion that they are "easy to solve" is not correct.

The early editions of Charles Timmerman's "EASY" puzzles are rediculously hard. Even my

husband, who does the puzzles in all of the newspapers couldn't do all of any one puzzle. The later

editions.......from V, VI, etc are doable and lots of fun. I guess mr. Timmerman realized that "easy"

doesn't mean "The Capital of Scandinavia", or "Who made the TRS-80 computer " or "Patriotic

organization since 1890". These questions are NOT for beginners!!!!!

This crossword book might just be what many people want, but it does not suit my interest. It is

loaded with popular culture clues which are not "my thing." A few are okay since I can usually guess

answers by getting others answers. I think these book should be labeled a popular cultural

crossword.

I got Volume 1 and LOVED it! Easy puzzles with a few stumbles. Volume II is much harder!! I can't

finish one of these puzzles by myself yet! Don't give up- these books teach you how to think like a

pro puzzler.

The puzzles are reasonably easy, and the large print for the clues, and the large boxes for the

answers make them a convenient lap activity.

I bought this for my mom and she keeps her mind hopping with these puzzles day and night, she

does several a day.

Great puzzles. Very easy to see. Very enjoyable and lots of fun.

I bought this after my Mother in-law called and said she had to have another one of these fun

crossword puzzle books! This second copy was at her doorstep in less than a week.
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